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THE REINFORCEMENT OF COOPERATION BETWEEN CHILDREN'
NATIIAN H. AZRIN

Earsard Udtqsity

osr methods for the development and
experimental analysis of cooperatiou
between humans require speci.6c in-

structions concerning the cooperative relation-
ship between the individual responses. Peters
and Murphree have developed one of the most
recent of these methods (1). Skinner has sug-
gested (2), and shown with lower organisms
(3), that cooperation between individuals can
be developed, maintained, and eliminated
solely by noanipulating the contingency be-
tween reinforcing stimuli and tle cooperative
respons€"

The advantages of eliminating instructions
concerning cooperation are that (c) the initial
acquisition of cooperation can be studied, (6)

subjects (5s) that learn by demonstration and
instruction with difficulty (i.e., infants, certain
classes of psychotics, and lower organisms) can
be studied, and (c) no problems involving the
effects of instructions upon the behavior of tle
Ss are involved.

Some nore general advantages of operant
qoafitioning techniques are (o) a more con-
tinuous record of tle cooperative process is ob-
tained, (6) extraneous enviroumental variables
xvs rtrinimiz€d, and (c) relatively long periods
of experimental obsenration are possible.
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Can coopention between children be developed,
maintained, and diminated solely by the presentation
or nonpresentation of a single reinforcing stimulus,
available to each member of the cooperative team, fol-
lowing each rcsponse?

Cooperalioe Tcams

Twenty ctrildren, seven to twelve years of age, were
formed into ten coopcrative tearos of two children' The
children iD escb team were mstched as to age and sex.

Seveu teams werc boys and three were girls.l Selectioa
was made via the request, "Who wants to play a game?"
The first two volulteers of tle same age and s€! wele
chosen for each team. The age given by the children was
verified agai:nst available commuaity center records. No

I This paper was read at a Eeeting of the Eastern
Psychological Association on April 10, 1954, New YorL
City.
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information concerning the game was given during the
selectioq. No teams were rejected.

Cooperotioe Response

Cooperation was assured by designing an apparatug
that (c) could not be operated by one individual alone
(assuring group behavior), and (D) demanded that one
individual respond to the bebavior of the other individ-
ual in order to produce reinforcement (assuring co'
operation).

Proced.ure

The two children of each cooperative team were
placed at opposite sides of a table with three holes and
a stylus in front of each child (see Fig. 1). A wire screen
down tbe center of the table prevented each child from
manipulating tie other child's, e1ylu5, which was on the
other side of the table.

The lollowing instructions were given: "This is a
game, You can play the game any way you want to or
do anythi.g eise tlat you want to do. This is how the
game works: Put both sticks (styli) into all three of the
holes." (This sertence was repeated until both styli had
been placed in tle three s,vrilalls holes.) "While you
are in ttris room some of these" (t!e experimenter (E)
held out several jelly beaos) "will drop into this cup.
You can eat them here if you want to or you can take
them home with you." Tte instructions were then re-
peated without reply to any questions, after which E
said: "I am lEaving tle roooo now; you can play any
game that y<iu want to while I am gone." Then E left
the room until the end of the experimental session,

If the styli were placed in opposite holes within 0.Ol
seconds of each other (a cooperative response), a red
light fashed on the table (conditioned reinforcing
stimulus) and a single jelly bean (reinforcing stimulus)
fell into the cup that was accessible to both children.!
Cooperative responses were recorded on counters and a
cumulative response recorder in an adjoining room.

Erpcrimental Design

Each team was studied for one continuous erperi-
mental session divided into the following three consecu-
tive periods without erperimental intemrption:

t.First reinlorccmen! pctioil, Every cooperative re-
sponse was reinlorced for over 15 min. If the rate of
response was not steady at tlis time, the reinforcemeut
was continued until five minutes passed with no notice-
able change in tbe rate of cooperation.

2.Exlinction period. The cooperative respoDses were
not reinforced for a period of at least 15 minutes and
until a steady rate of response for at least 6ve minutes
was observed.

S.Seconil rcinforccmail faiod. "I\e cooperative re-
sponses were agaia reiniorced uatil at least three min-
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.Skinner (3) presented two reinforciag stimuli (one

to each pigeon) following each cooperative response,
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the rate of cooperation was significantly lower
during initial acquisition than during'main-
tenance of cooperation. The number of coop-
erative responses per minute during the last
three minutes of extinction was signiicantly
lower than the rate during the last three
minutes of the first reinforcement period
(p < .001). This shows that the removal of
reinforcement during extinction significantly
lowered the rate of cooperation between tlese
children.

The number of cooperative responses per
minute during tbe last three minutes of the
second reinlorcement period was significautly
above the rate during the last three miuutes of
the extinction period (? < .001). This shows
that the rate of cooperation was significantly
iacreased during the second reinforcement
period and that the drop in rate during extinc-
tion was due to tle absence of the reinforcing
stimulus rather tlan satiation or fatigue. The
rates of cooperation during the second rein-
forcement period and the last ttrree minutes of
the first reinforcenoent period were not signifi-
cantly di.frerent and show that the rate was
almost imnediately restored to its pre-extinc-
tion value upon the presentation of reinforce-
ment for the second time. The rate of coopera-
tive responding during.the first three minutes
of the second reinforcement period was sig-
nificantly higher than during the 6rst three
minutes of tle first reinforcement period
(p < .02). This again shows that the reacguisi-
tion of cooperation was not gradual, as was
initial acquisition, but occurred almost im-
mediately.

I
CoNcr.usroNs

Operant conditioning techniques can be used
to develop, maintain, and eliminate coopera-
tion between children without the use of spe-
cific instructions concerning cooperation. The
rate of a cooperative response changes in much
the same way as a function of single reinforce-
ments as does an individual respons€. In the
reinJorcement of cooperative responses, a re-
inforcing stimulus need not be delivered to
each member of the cooperative team following
each cooperative response. The presentation of
a single reinforcing stimulus, available to each
member of ttre cooperative team, is suftcient
to increase tle rate of cooperation. The co'
operative response gradually increases in fre-
quency when reinforced and gradually de-
creases in frequency when no longer reinJorced
(extinction). Cooperative respouies are main-
tained at a stable rate during reinJorcement
but occur in sporadic bursts during extinction.
Reinforcement following extinction results in
an almost immediate restoration of the rate of
cooperation to its pre-extinction value.
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